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Librarians are the original digital 
humanists.



In this talk, I'm making a pitch for 
the use of Markdown for 

interoperability in personal digital 
archives.



The only thing you can count on with born-
digital projects is that you will have to migrate 

the content at some point. But having done 
digital library development for over a decade, 

I'm here to talk about simple text, and a 
problem that has a proven soluAon for 

individuals and insAtuAons.



John Batelle came up with a descrip4on of 
Google that seemed especially apt to me: the 
Database of Inten4ons. Once you idly type a 
term into the search box, it's used to sell ads, 
target your loca4on, and build a profile. With 

Takeout, you can get a record of your searches 
over 4me. It's a small revela4on.

http://networkcultures.org/query/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2014/06/1.Kylie_Jarrett.pdf


But many digital library projects and 
commercial websites rely on the humble 

submit bu7on. Once text goes in, it becomes 
part of a database backend. To extract it, it 

may require a set of database calls, or parsing 
a SQL file, or hoping that someone wrote a 

module to let you download what you entered.



Many sites have a XML export, which is 
technically a backup but unlikely to give you a 

simple method to reuse your content.



In the early days of blogging, Movable Type 
and similar systems had a set of perl files that 
generated sta9c files, even one large text file 

that gave you a measure of confidence.



Then came the advent of database backed 
systems, and the wonder of commen5ng and 

including web service calls to put in book 
covers, or even en5re books became alluring.



I'm here to advocate for something else. Text 
as an intermediate format. Following the lead 

of Jus;n Peters, the biographer of @aaronsw, I 
would like to recommend his coauthored 

inven;on, Markdown.

http://www.worldcat.org/title/internets-own-boy-the-story-of-aaron-swartz/oclc/898221059
https://twitter.com/aaronsw
http://www.aaronsw.com/weblog/001189


Simply, Markdown is an intermediate step 
between text and HTML. If you're wri>ng 

anything that requires a HTML link, it's worth 
learning its shortcuts.



It's as easy as

1. wri&ng text

2. adding in forma3ng

3. saving it in a system that formats it for you as HTML (sta&c site 
generators like Jekyll) or lets you reuse it as another text format 
(pandoc)

link 
makes something italic 
Be Bold 

http://pandoc.org
http://www.bookism.info


Recently, I was looking at making a website for 
the Prelec Memorial Lecture Series. I 

wondered if a microsite that stood apart from 
the library could be used to represent the ten 

year series.

https://preleclecture.org


Usually, this requires many mee1ngs and 
discussions about future-proofing.



But what if you didn't have to worry that your 
text would disappear into a database as soon 

as you hit submit?



In a couple of hours, I copied 20 text files into 
Markdown, and generated a site with 

Octopress. I did this because I was familiar 
with the blogging for hackers CMS, and also 

because I knew I could extract my content for 
a different system. I pushed the enCre site to 

github, then deployed it.

http://www.octopress.org
https://github.com/jaydatema/prelec/


Voillà.

https://preleclecture.org


Octopress recently decided to fold its project 
into Jekyll, which is used by GitHub and 

others. The next morning, I installed 
homebrew, then jekyll.

https://jekyllrb.com
http://brew.sh


 $ gem install jekyll bundler
~ $ jekyll new prelec
~ $ cd prelec
~/prelec $ bundle exec jekyll serve
# => Now browse to http://localhost:4000



Copying over my files was simple, and I had a 
new container for my content. I added in the 

slides from a recent lecture, and branched the 
repository to include both versions. However, 
the 20 text files forma@ed in Markdown are 

able to generate new pages.



Thus in the future, interested par0es can pull 
down the content without painful 

reforma6ng. Adding videos or new content is 
almost painless.



Thank you.



Sources

1. Background from Ben Schmidt 

http://benschmidt.org/2014/09/05/markdown-historical-writing-and-killer-apps/

